APPENDICES

Appendix I

ROBERT FRANCIS’S POEMS

1. Onion Fields

Far inland from the sea the onion fields
Flow as the sea flows level to the sky
Something blue of the sea is in their green
Something bright of the sun on little waves,
of water is in the ripple of their leaves.
Stand with me here weeding women are whitecaps,
And the long red barns boats-until there are
Only boats and whitecaps and white clouds

And a blue-green sea off to the blue sky.
Wind from the onion fields is welcome than any sweetness.
We stand and breath as we stand on a shore and breath
The saltness of the sea.
2. **The Curse**

Hell is a red barn on the hill

With another hill behind the barn of dung

The road is stone and dust

And in the road are happy-herns,

A hound, bones, of cattle, flies.

Suddenly on Sunday morning, out of the dew and stillness,

A voice out of the barn God-damning cows at milking.

Whoever passes shiver in the sun and hurries on.

3. **As easily as trees**

As easily as trees have dropped their leaves, so easily a man,

So unreluctantly, might drop

All rags, ambitions, regrets

Today and lie in eaves in sun.

So he might sleep while they began falling or blown, to cover him.
4. Earthworm

My spanding fork turning the earth turns
This fellow out-without touching him this time,
Robbed of all resistance to his progress
He squirms awhile in the too easy air

Before an ancient and implicit purpose
Start him traveling in one direction
Reaching out, contracting, reaching out, contracting
A clean and glistening earth-pink.

He has turned more earth than I have with my fork.
He has lifted more earth than all men have or will.
Breaking the earth in spring men break his body
and it is broken in the beaks of birds.
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